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Smoking Maniac
Smoking Maniac Ltd.
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Варна
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1, {{:ptp:}}, Smoking Maniac, 

Battery for Ego-T 650 mAh 
Rating: Not Rated Yet Price Base price with tax 30,00 лв
Price with discount 17,00 лв
Salesprice with discount 
Sales price 22,00 лв
Discount -8,00 лв
Tax amount 5,00 лв

Ask a question about this product 
ManufacturerChina Shenzhen 

Description 650-milliampere-hour battery for electronic cigarette works with all atomayzeri and
kartomayzeri for eGo, eGo-C, eGo-T and 510 (kartomayzeri C4, CE4, CE6, Kanger, Dual Coil,
etc.) and provide sufficient capacity to cigarette use for an entire day with heavier smoking
and smoking normal two days. Have the option to exclude or include a quick push of the button
five times, in which the display flashes several times and the battery is off or on. In
discharging flashes continuously.
As with most Li-ion batteries, and this will require a certain way of charge - it is
sufficient to note that the capacity of the battery of the electronic cigarette will decrease
if you overload a constant low resistance evaporators. It is best to alternate two batteries.
Specifications:
Battery Type: Li-ion rechargeable
Recharging Time: 3-4 hours (with battery Device 420mAh)
Battery Capacity - 650mAh (provides up to 800 activations per cigarette)
Life - from 100 to 150 recharges
Color: Black
The battery has an automatic overheat protection (if the button is held for more than 15
seconds).

Warranty: 3 months
Warning! Charge the battery with original charger Device! Otherwise there is a danger of fire!
The warranty is voided in the event of any unauthorized use of components!
If you do not intend to use the battery for a long time it is advisable to remove it from
atomizer and store it half charged in a cool place away from direct sunlight.

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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